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I. Introduction 
 

I decided to write this article about the subject of tenka-ichi, as it is one of the most essential topics 

in the field of koryū-bujutsu (feudal Japanese arts of warfare). The term tenka-ichi was and still is 

used in the koryū (old schools) to refer to the strongest kenshi (swordsman) under heaven. 

 

The idea of writing about the subject tenka-ichi came to me in September 2018 while I was 

relaxing in an onsen (hot spring) near Kumamoto. I was there together with my close friend and 

senpai (senior) in kenjutsu (swordsmanship), Yamamoto Takahiro Fujiwara no Sadataka, who is a 

menkyo-kaiden (license of full transmission and mastery) ranked shihan (master) of the Hyōhō 
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Taisha-ryū. The Taisha-ryū is a school which was founded around the year 1570 during the violent 

Sengoku period (1467–1603), a period of around one hundred years of civil warfare all across 

Japan. According to several sources, the founder of Yamamoto-sensei’s ryūha (school’s), Marume 

Kurandō Fujiwara no Nagayoshi, had claimed the title of tenka-ichi for himself during the Sengoku 

period by erecting a board with his claim in front of the Kiyomizu-dera in Kyōto.  

At the beginning of the Edo period (1603-1868) he challenged Yagyū Mataemon Taira no Munenori, 

the sōke (headmaster) of the Edo line of the Yagyū Shinkage-ryū Hyōhō to a duel. As one of the 

two personal kenjutsu (swordsmanship) instructors of the shōgun (military ruler of Japan) and his 

sons, Yagyū Munenori was claiming the title tenka-ichi for himself as well. According to historical 

records, Yagyū Munenori, afraid of losing his position and status if he lost the duel, refused the 

challenge of Marume Kurandō. Instead, he recognized Marume Kurandō in a letter as tenka-ichi 

of the west and referred to himself from that point on as tenka-ichi of the east. According to some 

sources, the split of the title was the idea of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the retired shōgun (military leader 

of Japan). Marume Kurandō called himself officially “nishi no tenka-ichi” after that letter exchange, 

even signing official documents with a hanko (stamp) containing those characters. The Taisha-ryū 

is still using this hanko up to the present day. 

 

              
           Hanko with the characters “nishi tenka-ichi”  
             (the strongest under heaven in the west); 
                   property of the Hyōhō Taisha-ryū 

 

From a historical point of view, the title tenka-ichi was not awarded by the shōgunate (military 

government ruling over Japan) or any other institution. Instead it was claimed by a kenshi who 

wanted to go down into history as the strongest of his time. This might sound easy, but was 

actually a very risky thing to do during the various periods of feudal Japan. If an individual started 

to call himself tenka-ichi, it automatically drew large attention upon him and his ryūha. This would 

naturally lead to kenshi coming to his dōjō (training hall) or himself directly (if he had no dōjō of 

his own), to defeat or even kill him in a shiai (duel). Given the high risk of defeat this claim brought, 

only the most confident kenshi, who already had a strong fighting reputation, would claim the title 

tenka-ichi for themselves. 

 

If the title was claimed and all challengers defeated, it gave the school an enormous influx of  

students. After all, many wanted to study directly under the strongest kenshi alive. It was very 

common for former challengers to enrol in the ryūha of the victorious kenshi they originally 

challenged. This was the best way to becoming able to surpass him at some point, if the original 

duel wasn’t fought to the death. 

Marume Kurandō Fujiwara no Nagayoshi, 
        founder of the Hyōhō Taisha-ryū  
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Generally, non-lethal duels were far more common than lethal ones through all periods of 

Japanese history. Shiai were mostly fought with bamboo or wooden weapons. Duels to the death 

were a much rarer thing to occur, as the purpose of shiai was to prove who was superior in skill 

and even make progress through losing to a stronger opponent. Killing the opponent was 

commonly not seen as a prove of superior skill, technique or strategy. A duel for comparison of 

skill was quite often fought over several rounds, so the winning kenshi obviously didn’t obtain 

victory by luck. The kenshi who won more rounds in such an encounter was then declared 

superior in skill. Most duels to the death only happened after one of the two sides involved didn’t 

accept the result of a non-lethal duel or by order of a government official. Of course, more 

nefarious reasons existed as well, for example to get rid of an annoying rival. 

 

A very famous example of a tameshiai (match for comparison of skill) was the duel between 

Kamiizumi Ise no Kami Nobutsuna (founder of the Shinkage-ryū Hyōhō) and Yagyū Sekishūsai 

Taira no Munetoshi (father of Yagyū Munenori and founder of the Yagyū Shinkage-ryū Hyōhō) in 

the middle of the Sengoku period. According to the family documents of the Yagyū family, the two 

swordsmen faced each other at the Hōzōin temple in Nara in the year 1564. In order to prove who 

was the better kenshi, they agreed to fight with fukurō-shinai (bamboo sword with a leather cover) 

in three duels, each with several rounds, over a period of three days. The result was clear. Yagyū 

Munetoshi was beaten by Kamiizumi all three times. According to another source, Yagyū 

Munetoshi faced Hikita Bungorō, Kamiizumi’s nephew and student as Kamiizumi suggested that 

his nephew is in need of fighting experience. However, the result of the duel stayed the same no 

matter the source used: Yagyū Munetoshi lost and became one of Kamiizumi Nobutsuna’s top 

students and later founded his own school, the Yagyū Shinkage-ryū Hyōhō.  

 

It is important to note, that there existed a couple of schools which never had any form of free 

fighting combat codified in their curriculum. Despite this, kenshi of those schools had to prove 

themselves in different forms of taryū-jiai (duels between different schools) if challenged.  

One of the best examples of a very strong school which had no form of shiai-geiko in its curriculum 

would be the Jigen-ryū Hyōhō from the province of Satsuma. In February 1604, according to the 

document “Jigen-ryū kikigaki kikkin-roku”, the founder of the Jigen-ryū, Tōgō Chūi, was invited to 

participate in a tameshiai with the Shimazu clan’s official swordsmanship instructor Higashi 

Shinnojō, who was a menkyo-kaiden ranked kenshi of the Taisha-ryū. The duel was arranged by 

the chief retainer of the Shimazu clan, Hirata. The match took place at the site of Uchi castle at the 

Dairyū-ji temple. It was fought in front of the daimyō of the clan, Shimazu Iehisa (Tadatsune), who 

was an avid swordsman himself. The match took place indoors on tatami. Tōgō Chūi apparently 

struck Higashi Shinnojō’s bokutō breaking it in two, the tsuka dropping to the floor and the tip 

flying past the shoji and landing in the pond outside. Shinnojō was struck on both wrists and 

admitted defeat. Chui moved into another room afterwards. Apparently, Shimazu Iehisa was 

furious that his instructor had been beaten and grabbed a bokuto demanding a duel with Tōgō 

Chūi. Chūi didn’t move causing Iehisa to throw his bokutō at or towards Chūi and draw his sword. 

Chūi then forgot that he was facing his lord and glared with eyes that were “like that of a demon”. 

It is transmitted that Chūi immediately retreated about nine meters and apologized when Iehisa 

lowered his sword. It seems Shimazu Iehisa was impressed, as he employed Tōgō Chūi as official 

swordsmanship instructor of the Shimazu clan. This was Chūi’s 47th recorded duel. 

Even though the Jigen-ryū neither had, nor adopted, a form of free sparring to its curriculum, there 

are many recorded instances over the centuries where Jigen-ryū swordsmen proved their 

superiority in skill over swordsmen from other ryūha. Either in non-lethal tameshiai, fought in the 
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fashion described above, with wooden or bamboo weapons, or in lethal duels and battles fought 

with real swords. 

 

It was never necessary to have a background in a ryūha with a formalized shiai-geiko curriculum 

to claim the title of tenka-ichi. However, if a swordsman claimed this title, he had to accept 

challengers according to the customs of feudal Japanese duelling etiquette. A non-combative or 

non-competitive attitude was in general unacceptable during the feudal Japanese periods and 

considered cowardly and dishonorable behaviour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Famous kenshi who used the title of tenka-ichi 

 

Over the centuries many kenshi claimed the title tenka-ichi for themselves. Three of the most well-

known swordsmen in Japanese history who claimed that title, were Itō Ittōsai Kagehisa, Miyamoto 

Musashi Genshin and Chiba Shūsaku Narimasa. It is important to note here, that contrary to Chiba 

Shūsaku, the lives of Itō Ittōsai and Miyamoto Musashi are not very well documented. Historical 

sources, which would be of academic relevance, are sparse. This is due to the times they lived in. 

During the Sengoku period and early Edo period, duels were often not recorded. This means that 

most sources about their success in duels or battles were created after their death and thus are 

considered storytelling instead of solid evidence. Nevertheless, the stories of their success became 

legendary and influenced books, movies and modern pop culture alike. Provable fact is that each 

of them claimed the title of tenka-ichi for themselves. 

 

 

• Itō Ittōsai Kagehisa (c.1560 – c.1653) 

 

                                               
 

 
 

 

Itō Ittōsai lived through the late Sengoku period and early Edo period, travelling all over Japan 

during his various musha-shugyō (warrior pilgrimages) to fight many kenshi from different 

Itō Ittōsai Kagehisa, 
founder of the Ittō-ryū Hyōhō 

 

 

“tenka-ichi kenjutsu no meijin“ 
(number one swordsmanship genius under heaven); 

scroll in which Itō Ittōsai Kagehisa claims the title tenka-ichi 
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schools. At that time many rōnin (samurai without a lord or clan) like Ittōsai wandered the country 

and dedicated themselves to the way of the sword, fighting as many duels as possible. In the 

frequent battles of the time, rōnin often served as temporary mercenaries to the various daimyō 

(lords) in order to gain further fighting experience. While most of them were nothing more than 

hired sword thugs looking for work in order to survive, or if they were lucky, a fixed position 

inside of a clan with a regular income, a couple of those rōnin took the way of the sword way more 

serious. 

 

Kenshi like Itō Ittōsai who lived for and by the sword, used kenjutsu as a way to discipline and 

train their body and spirit to become one, hopefully reaching enlightenment in the end. For this, 

they went on musha-shugyō, to train, meditate and fight each other. 

In order to attract strong opponents, kenshi on a musha-shugyō would often publicly announce 

that they were in town, searching for people willing to fight them. When Itō Ittōsai was visiting a 

village or town, he usually stayed at the inn closest to the center. There he would put a piece of 

calligraphy in front of the inn, showing his claim to the title of tenka-ichi, as well as his name next 

to it. Word thus quickly travelled through the town or village and those brave enough showed up 

to fight and challenge his claim. Many of those he defeated would later on become his students. It 

is said that Itō Ittōsai never lost a duel up to his retirement as a monk in a remote monastery. His 

successor Mikogami Tenzen even became the direct fencing instructor of the Tokugawa shōgunate 

(the military government which ruled from 1603-1868) and managed to make the Ittō-ryū the 

biggest, strongest and most influential school all over Japan during his time.  

 

 

 

• Miyamoto Musashi Fujiwara no Genshin (c.1584 – 1645) 

 

 
Miyamoto Musashi Fujiwara no Genshin, 

founder of the Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū 

Another very famous kenshi who claimed the title tenka-ichi for himself was Miyamoto Musashi 

Fujiwara no Genshin. He was a rōnin who dedicated his life to the sword and had a duelling career, 

about which many stories and books were written during later periods. He became famous with 

his two-sword school, which he named Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū. It is said that he fought sixty-one 

duels during his career as a swordsman without losing a single bout. However, this claim is 

impossible to verify, as the vast majority of the duels he claimed to have fought, were neither 

fought in public nor documented by a third party. But on the other hand, it is sure that he claimed 
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the title tenka-ichi for himself. He apparently did so by erecting wooden boards, which bared his 

claim to the title of tenka-ichi in front of the various dōjō where he taught during his life. 

 

 
The “Go Rin no Sho”, book of the five rings, Miyamoto Musashi’s most famous work 

 

Miyamoto Musashi did not only become a remarkable kenshi during his lifetime, but also a highly 

skilled painter and philosopher. His work, the “Go Rin no Sho” is even nowadays praised as one of 

the greatest Japanese philosophical texts and was translated in several languages. 

 

 

 

• Chiba Shūsaku Taira no Narimasa (1792 – 1855) 

 

 
Chiba Shūsaku Taira no Narimasa, 

founder of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō  

 

One of the best documented examples of a kenshi who successfully claimed the title tenka-ichi for 

himself was Chiba Shūsaku Taira no Narimasa, the founder of my school, the Hokushin Ittō-ryū 

Hyōhō. 

When he claimed the title of tenka-ichi in the beginning of the 1820s, he already had established 

an incredible career of successful and documented shiai against kenshi of the strongest schools of 

the country. In 1822 he opened his own dōjō, the Genbukan, close to the Edobashi (present 

Nihonbashi Shinagawachō) in Edo (present Tōkyō) and publicly announced his claim to be tenka-

ichi. Chiba Shūsaku did so by erecting a board in front of his dōjō which stated his claim and that 

his school is open for all challengers willing to test their skills. Considering the location of his dōjō 

in the center of Edo, right next to the Edobashi bridge, which was the pulsating trading center of 

Japan back in the Edo period, this was a very bold move to make.  
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Tens of thousands of people passing by his dōjō every day, seeing this board, quickly spread the 

word about the new kenshi claiming the title of tenka-ichi. This led to a large number of bushi 

(samurai) to visit the Genbukan trying to defeat the masters there to become able to face Chiba 

Shūsaku directly in order to defeat him. However, Chiba Shūsaku faced most of the higher-ranking 

challengers, who already had a name as respectable swordsmen, by himself and defeated all of 

them. He thus successfully defended his title of tenka-ichi. His fame let the student numbers grow 

rapidly and the Hokushin Ittō-ryū became within the first ten years after its foundation one of the 

“san-dai-ryū”, the three strongest and biggest schools all over Japan.  

 

 
Chiba Shūsaku’s sword, signed Nobushige 

During his lifetime Chiba Shūsaku is said to have fought over one-hundred duels. Some of them 

were fought to the death, but many of them were fought in a non-lethal way, either with bokutō 

(wooden swords) or shinai (bamboo swords).  

 

The usage of wooden or bamboo-based weapons for duels was and still is very common in the 

various koryū, from the beginning of the Kamakura period in 1185 up to the present day. As 

explained, many duels were only used to determine the stronger kenshi and not to kill each other. 

Of course, lethal injuries happened, but it wasn’t necessarily the goal to kill the opponent during 

a match for comparison of skill. And all of the previously listed swordsmen fought the majority of 

their recorded duels in a non-lethal way. 

 

 
Traditional and normally non-lethal version of shiai between two kenshi. During this shiai both kenshi use shinai and wear 

partially bōgu, traditional fencing armor, which was eventually adopted by modern kendō in the early 1900s. With this kind 
of dueling practice, it was easy to find out who was the better swordsman without having to kill the opponent in the process. 
Also, if both kenshi fight more than one round against each other, things like a lucky first cut won’t be what determines the 

winner. 
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III. Shiai after the modernization of Japan in 1868 
 

After the Meiji restoration in 1868, Japan modernized step by step, the bushi class lost their 

various privileges during the following years. Duels to the death became forbidden during the 

Meiji period (1868-1912) as well. From that point on, shiai were commonly fought with merely 

shinai or bokutō. Shinken-shōbu (duels with sharp blades) were only fought in the sundome 

fashion, where one would stop approximately three centimetres before cutting the opponents 

body. A very dangerous practice which requires tremendous skills. Any duelling practice where 

one of the practitioners died by a shinken (sharp sword) was considered murder by law and would 

have been punished accordingly.  

 

The duelling laws in Japan didn’t change very much since the Meiji period. Except fighting shiai to 

the death, duels which are fought with bokutō and shinai to determine the stronger kenshi  in a 

non-lethal fashion, were and are still as legal as they were back in the Edo period. 

After WWII and during the American occupation of Japan, many koryū went through a ground-

breaking change. While up to the 1940s over 90% of the existent koryū at the time were still 

fighting taryū-jiai, that changed drastically after the war. The Americans banned all forms of 

martial practice and drills in Japan after they won the war and occupied the country (by official 

decree of General McArthur). 

When the ban was lifted in the 1950s, a deeply pacifistic mindset had found its way into many 

koryū-bujutsu ryūha, as well as into gendai-budō (modern Japanese martial arts, such as kendō, 

aikidō, iaidō etc.). Many sōke and shihan of formerly strong gekiken (sparring) traditions who 

were known for their practice of taryū-jiai became afraid to be seen as warmongers for practicing 

their arts the old and authentic way. With post WWII modern kendō, iaidō, jūdō, jōdō and others 

openly declaring themselves to be nothing more than cultural sports neither meant for a real 

combative application nor as military training, many koryū teacher followed along to blend in 

with the rest of a westernized and pacified Japanese society. Hence, many koryū isolated 

themselves from each other, refraining from fighting or challenging other schools in taryū-jiai. 

Many schools even let their shiai-geiko (sparring training) fall away and are now only focusing on 

kata-geiko (fixed form practice). To “not fight” or “being non-competitive” even became widely 

recognized as the main characteristic of koryū-bujutsu. This explicitly reflects the degeneration 

which happened in various koryū-bujutsu ryūha over the last century. 

 

 
A shiai between a kenjutsu and a sōjutsu (spearmanship) practitioner. Duels in Japan never had a same weapon (fairness) 

rule like there was in European duelling. The fighters could use whatever weapon they were trained in. 
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Nowadays, only a couple of authentic koryū still practice exactly like in the Edo-period, and thus 

authentically preserve their school’s teachings and traditions. Many old lineages of once famous 

koryū and their ha (branches) still exist but became heavily influenced by the mindset of 

westernization and pacification after WWII and are neither practicing any form of shiai-geiko nor 

are they open for taryū-jiai in general.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Tenka-ichi nowadays 
 

After WWII the title of tenka-ichi was neither openly claimed by any kenshi nor are many still 

actively aiming to become the strongest kenshi under heaven. This is why I want to write at this 

point about my personal journey on the way of the sword, the various taryū-jiai I fought up to this 

point and about my hopes for the future of koryū-bujutsu. 

 

 
Traditionally koryū-bujutsu schools issued makimono (scrolls) as licensure of mastery to their members.  

The so called kyu and dan grades, as well as coloured belts as rankings are a modern development and not used in 
traditional Japanese martial arts. Those modern ranks were created during the early 1900s. 

 

When I moved from Germany to Japan and enrolled in the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō as an uchi-

deshi (full time student) under my predecessor the 6th sōke, Ōtsuka Yōichirō Taira no Masanori in 

2010, I had the ambitious dream to become the best and strongest kenshi alive. A dream and goal 

which still keeps me highly motivated to train and study as much as I can up to the present day. 

 

A very strong kenshi himself, sendai-sōke (previous headmaster) was, before his official 

retirement in 2016, one of the last koryū teachers alive, who wanted to live up to the example of 

the famous kenshi of feudal Japan. And as the Hokushin Ittō-ryū is one of the last koryū which is 

still fully preserved and can be studied in exactly the same way as in the old times, the training 

and study under Ōtsuka Yōichirō-sōke was very severe and painful. My body’s muscles were 

forged by the sword with daily practice of seven up to over ten hours. During keiko (training) he 

http://www.hokushinittoryu.com/
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frequently pushed me to go beyond my own limits. The scars on my face, hands, arms and legs are 

proof of all the beatings I got under him during our many shiai-geiko sessions.  

 

But none of those experiences was burned so deeply into my memory as my first time of shiai-

geiko with him. I was eighteen years old at that time and my self-confidence as a kenshi was 

completely crushed on that particular evening. I can still see it in my mind as clearly as it was 

yesterday. Despite being a newbie in the school, I got the huge honor to have a shiai-geiko with 

him directly, which is anything but normal. Normally it is only allowed to fight the own sensei 

(teacher) after a very close sensei – deshi (student) relationship is formed.  

Either way, I got so beaten up during that particular private training session, that I wasn’t even 

able to move properly on the next day. My right shin has still a scar on it, from sendai-sōke’s first 

nuki-ashigiri technique, which he used to defeat me in the first round. This evening is what I today 

consider my greatest defeat but also my greatest victory in my whole career as a kenshi. 

 

Sendai-sōke showed me how weak I was as a kenshi back then and from that point on, after I 

begged him to make me strong, he accepted me as an uchi-deshi (private-student). Since then he 

taught me until I completely mastered the school, receiving the menkyo-kaiden license from him. 

He then adopted me as his yōshi (foster son), as he intended to make me succeed him. Two years 

later, I was officially named his successor as the 7th sōke of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō by him 

and the 5th sōke, Chiba Hiroshi Taira no Masatane in a traditional and public ceremony in Tōkyō.  

 

                                                
 

 
 

Since my taryū-jiai career officially started during the summer of 2012, I challenged and fought 

shiai against sōke, shihan and long-time students of over ten different koryū and gendai-ryū, being 

undefeated for almost eight years now. Those shiai were either fought with shinai, bokutō or 

shinken. While the duels with shinai and bokutō were fought with full contact, the duels with 

shinken were fought in the sundome fashion. 

 

The kenshi I challenged and faced in taryū-jiai up to this point belonged to the Tennen Rishin-ryū, 

Ono-ha Ittō-ryū Hyōhō, Kashima Shinden Jikishinkage-ryū, Noda-ha Hokushin Ittō-ryū, 

Tenshinshō Jigen-ryū Hyōhō, Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū, Mugai-ryū, Bushūden Kiraku-ryū, 

Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū, Ittō Shōden Mutō-ryū, Musō Jikiden Eishin-ryū, Musō Shinden-ryū, Shintō 

The author, Ōtsuka Ryūnosuke Taira no Masatomo, 

7th generation sōke of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō 
Ōtsuka Yōichirō Taira no Masanori, 

6th generation sōke of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō 
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Musō-ryū and others. I also fought gekiken shiai against high ranking (8thdan and below) gendai-

kendō practitioners of the Zen Nihon Kendō Renmei (ZNKR, the All Japan Kendō Federation). 

Engaging actively in taryū-jiai forces me to constantly train and improve my technique. Unlike in 

modern boxing for example, it is seen as dishonourable in koryū-bujutsu to fight for money. 

Instead one fights for experience, personal development, prestige and honor. 

 

 
Shiai-mōshikomijō (traditional duelling challenge), which was sent by the author to the 12th generation sōke and successor 

of Miyamoto Musashi’s school, the Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū, Kajiya Takanori in 2017. The shiai was won according to tradition 

by “saya no uchi no kachi” (winning without having to draw the own sword), after Kajiya-sōke officially refused the 

challenge. 

 

The last challenges I have made towards sōke and shihan of different ryūha were all refused. Some 

excused themselves that they didn’t want their ryūha to lose face, others plainly stated that they 

don’t stand a chance against me. For about one year now, all challenges I have issued were 

declined outright, much to my disappointment. 

 

I sincerely hope that this essay motivates kenshi from all over the world to follow the way of the 

sword with the same mindset Marume Kurandō, Itō Ittōsai, Miyamoto Musashi, Chiba Shūsaku 

and many others had, aiming to become tenka-ichi. If the majority of all koryū practitioners would 

again start to aim for this title, I strongly believe that the still extant koryū would benefit greatly. 

I myself will give my best to continue walking and fighting on this path to become worthy of the 

title “tenka-ichi no kenshi”, the strongest koryū swordsman under heaven. 

 

My ryūha’s shihan, students and I are waiting for all kenshi who want to walk on this path to come 

and face us in shiai. The policy of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū Hyōhō as it was set in place by our founder 

Chiba Shūsaku, is to accept all challengers with a koryū or gendai-kendō/iaidō background. Those 

who have the wish to test their skills against our tradition in a gekiken taryū-jiai geiko session, 

fought with shinai against various of our higher and lower ranked kenshi, are very welcome to 

contact us. I myself accept all challenges coming from any sōke or shihan of a legitimate koryū 

named in the Bugei Ryūha Daijiten. Feel free to contact us directly if you wish to test your skills. I 

am very much looking forward to all the challenges coming towards me and my ryūha in the future. 
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